THE SECOND STEP.

SOME time ago a committee of juniors and seniors who recognized that "college etiquette, good taste, and the rules of the Athletic Association are frequently, through ignorance, violated" by the incoming Freshmen, drew up the following rules: "No Freshman shall wear any hat, cap, sweater, jersey or sleeveless shirt bearing any preparatory school numerals, initials or insignia of any variety. However, sweaters or jerseys bearing such insignia may be worn inside out, or with the insignia on the back of the wearer. Preparatory school pins, if worn at all, should be worn so as not to be in sight." This was the first step. The phrase "through ignorance" was a mildly put intimidation which any sensible Freshman should have seen through, and which most have accepted in the proper spirit. Now that several months have elapsed since the above rules were drawn up, the plea of ignorance can no longer hold. Nevertheless, we still see numbers of preparatory school insignia paraded by their proud Freshmen possessors. Therefore, it is time for the second step. As the first was taken by the classes of '03 and '04 and as the natural college customs so decree, it is now up to the Sophomores. Let them see that enlightenment be accompanied by conformity to the rules of upper classmen. The matter is one of college dignity and customs and entrusted to Sophomores, primarily, to see that they are enforced.

ANNUAL INDOOR MEET.

FRI DAY night at the Gym our most important midwinter athletic event, the Indoor Meet, takes place. Along with our revival in other lines, let us take this opportunity of showing our interest in Tech's chosen branch of athletics by turning out in a body. The large number of entries, the able management of the affair, and the growing interest in student enterprises, promise to make this as rousing a meet as the old Gym has ever seen, and one that will launch our team on its yearly voyage best inspired to snatch victory from its list of contests to come.